Effectiveness of home respiratory polygraphy for the diagnosis of sleep apnoea and hypopnoea syndrome
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ABSTRACT

Introduction Home respiratory polygraphy (HRP) may be a cost-effective alternative to polysomnography for the diagnosis of sleep apnoea-hypopnoea syndrome (SAHS), but stronger evidence is needed. Normally, patients transport HRP equipment from the hospital to home and back, which may create difficulties for some patients.

Objectives To determine both the diagnostic efficacy and cost of HRP (with and without a transportation service moving the device and telematic transmission of data) in a large sample compared with in-hospital polysomnography.

Methods Patients suspected of having SAHS were included in a multicentre study (eight hospitals). They were assigned to home and hospital protocols in random order. Receiver operating characteristic curves were constructed for manual respiratory polygraphy scoring protocol and different polysomnographic cut-off points. Diagnostic efficacies for several polysomnographic cut-off points were explored and costs for two equally effective alternatives were calculated.

Results Of 366 randomised patients, 348 completed the protocol. The best receiver operating characteristic curve was obtained with a polysomnographic cut-off of the apnoea-hypopnoea index (AHI) greater than 5. The sensitive HRP AHI cut-off point (AHI <5) had a sensitivity of 96%, a specificity of 57% and a negative likelihood ratio (LR) of 0.07; the specific cut-off (AHI >10) had a sensitivity of 87%, a specificity of 86% and a positive LR of 6.25. The cost of HRP was half that of polysomnography. Telematic transmission costs were similar if the patients’ costs were taken in to account.

Conclusion HRP is an alternative to polysomnography in patients with suspected SAHS. Telematic procedures may help patients with limited mobility and those who live a long way from the sleep centre.

INTRODUCTION

The prevalence of sleep apnoea-hypopnoea syndrome (SAHS) is about 2–5% in the adult population.1 A number of studies have shown associations with arterial hypertension,2 cardiovascular mortality3 and traffic accidents.4,5

Given this prevalence and the increasing awareness of SAHS in the medical community as well as in the general population, the demand for consultations and diagnostic studies has increased in recent years. Access to diagnostic testing is difficult, however, with long waiting lists.6,7 Therefore, there is growing interest in alternative diagnostic methods and approaches.

The classical method for diagnosis is the attended polysomnography (PSG), but it is time consuming and expensive. Home sleep studies with portable monitoring devices have been proposed to decrease costs and facilitate the diagnostic process.8,9 The American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM)9 recommended home diagnosis with portable monitoring devices in patients with a high pretest probability of moderate to severe SAHS, without significant comorbidities. A negative result should lead to a PSG. For this recommendation, the AASM proposed the use of a type III portable monitoring device10 which includes airflow, respiratory effort measured with bands, and pulse oximetry recordings, which is a well known type of respiratory polygraphy. Studies performed with home respiratory polygraphy (HRP)11–22 show methodological differences in design, protocol, HRP devices used, definitions of respiratory events, and cut-off points for SAHS diagnosis. In cost terms, only three of the studies mentioned included cost assessments17–19 favourable to HRP, although other cost studies based on simulated models of hypothetical patient cohorts showed unfavourable cost effectiveness.23,24 In addition, the largest
sample size was 89 patients and there were no multicentre studies to minimise inter-centre variability.

To generate better evidence, a large multicentre, randomised controlled study with cost analysis is needed to compare the cost effectiveness of HRP and PSG. In clinical practice, patients transport HRP equipment from the hospital to their homes and return it to the hospital the following day. Some patients with SAHS have limited mobility because of comorbidities or extreme obesity. Consequently, establishing the effectiveness of a protocol that allows patients to remain at home using new communication technology would be beneficial for them, as well as for patients who live far from the sleep centre.

The authors carried out a multicentre, randomised, blinded crossover study of a large sample of patients with the objective of determining the diagnostic efficacy of HRP compared with PSG in the hospital setting, estimating the costs of HRP at the same level of diagnostic efficacy as PSG, with two approaches: patients transporting the device themselves; and the device being transported by trained personnel with a background in the telematic transmission of raw data.

**METHODS**

**Subjects**

We included patients between 18 and 70 years old, referred for pulmonary consultations to eight centres in Spain for suspected SAHS caused by snoring, observed apnoeas, sleepiness (Epworth sleepiness scale >10) or non-refreshing sleep. We excluded patients with other suspected sleep disorders, severe and unstable heart disease, who were unable to set up the HRP instrument in a trial or who refused to participate in the study. The study was approved by the ethics committees of the eight centres. Informed consent was obtained in writing from all patients.

**Protocol**

All patients underwent PSG (plus simultaneous respiratory polygraphy—SRP) and HRP with telematic transmission of the raw data file, in a random order (figure 1A). PSG, SRP and HRP scorings were done separately and the technicians and physicians were blinded to any identifying information about patients as well as any previous results. Once the first test had started, the second test was scheduled for within the next 5 days. Two HRP devices of the same model (BreastSC20; Breast Medical AB, Mölnlycke, Sweden) were used at each centre, one in the hospital and the other at the patient’s home.

**Home respiratory polygraphy**

HRP measurements included oxygen saturation (model 8000 J; Nonin Medical, Plymouth, Minnesota, USA), airflow through a nasal cannula, and thoracic and abdominal movements measured by piezoelectric bands (Pro-Tech reference 1295; Respironics, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA), which also measured body position. The HRP device collected this information in a data card. The authors developed software that was installed into a personal digital assistant (PDA) phone that automatically read the data file from the card, sent it by general packet radio service (GPRS) or universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS) (depending on signal strength) and then deleted the file. The transmitted file was saved in a previously developed website.

The HRP device was moved by trained personnel from continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) service companies in each hospital area, acting as specialised transport companies. Their job was to transport the device from one residence to another and, after 10 uses, return it to the hospital for servicing; and to carry out simple procedures to initialise the data card in the HRP and transfer the data card from the HRP to the PDA the following day.

All patients were instructed on home use of the HRP device by a technician in the hospital setting before randomisation. The patients’ responsibilities were to set up and remove the HRP device, and to toggle the HRP device on and off to start and stop recording.

The hospital technician downloaded the data file from the website and scored the raw data using a manual scoring protocol.

**PSG in the hospital**

The polysomnographic studies were analysed manually at each participating centre, according to standard criteria. The neurological variables were EEG, electrooculogram and electro- myogram. Flow tracing was provided by a nasal cannula and thoracoabdominal motion by piezolectric bands. Oxygen saturation was measured with a finger-pulse oxymeter. The nasal cannula was split by a Y connection to PSG and SRP. Other SRP parameters were measured by independent signals. The scoring of respiratory events in SRP was done with the same criteria as for HRP.

**Definitions**

A valid PSG or HRP had at least 3 recorded hours. In addition, a valid HRP had at least 3 h of flow or band and oxymetry measurements for scoring. An invalid recording could be repeated up to two times.

For PSG, an apnoea was defined as the absence of airflow (\(\geq 90\%\) reduction) for \(\geq 10\) s and a hypopnoea as a discernible airflow or band reduction (\(\geq 50\%\) and \(< 90\%\)) of at least 10 s duration with a \(\geq 3\%\) drop in oxygen saturation or final arousal. In the respiratory polygraphy, apnoea and hypopnoea were defined in the same way, but without the final arousal criteria for hypopnoea. The number of apnoeas and hypopneas was divided by the recording time for HRP and the sleep time for PSG.

**Cost analysis**

A cost analysis was used for two equally effective alternatives. Figure 1B presents the procedure for calculating the costs of both alternatives. Although the HRP device was moved by the transport company with telematic transmission of raw data in all patients, we also estimated the cost if the device had been transported by patients in the following cost groups:

**Test costs (PSG and HRP)**

Mean hospital costs included the following expenditures: personnel (technicians, physicians and secretaries), linear 5-year depreciation of equipment (taking into account the number of recordings done in this period in each hospital as output), fungible material, and the proportional burden of the sleep laboratory in the general budget of the hospital. For the telematic approach, the following items were added to the cost of HRP: the transportation company, hardware (PDA and data card), the proportional burden per hospital for software development, hosting and maintenance of websites, and phone data transmission. The useful lifetime of software and hardware was considered to be 5 years; consequently the cost for this period was evaluated, considering the number of recordings done in this period in each hospital as output. The cost of PSG and HRP was
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Patients’ costs for PSG and HRP

The cost was calculated of moving from home to hospital and back, per kilometre. The cost per kilometre was calculated for each hospital. The totals of the patients’ costs were divided by the number of patients with a valid recording to derive cost per patient.

Total cost

The total cost was the sum of test (PSG and HRP) and patient costs.

Costs of HRP and PSG for equal diagnostic efficacy

For HRP with the device moved by patients, the cost was the sum of the HRP cost and the following: the cost of PSG in patients with invalid recordings, after repetitions; the cost of repeated HRPs because of invalid recordings in patients with a valid final recording; the cost of PSG in patients with indeterminate results (‘grey zone’); and the cost of PSG in patients with false negative and positive results. For telematic HRP, the cost was the sum of the HRP cost with the device moved by patients and the following: the cost of PSG in patients with invalid telematic transmission after repetitions; and the cost of repeated HRPs caused by invalid telematic transmissions in patients with a valid final recording.

For PSG, we added the initial test cost to the cost of repeated PSGs due to invalid recordings.

The cost for equal diagnostic efficacy (HRP and PSG) was divided by the number of randomised patients who completed the protocol to calculate the cost per patient.

Patients’ costs for equal diagnostic efficacy

This was the patient cost plus the burden of transportation caused by repetitions.

Total cost for equal diagnostic efficacy

This cost was the sum of test costs (PSG and HRP) and patient costs for equal diagnostic efficacy.

Statistical analysis

We performed a ‘per protocol’ analysis for the main variables: diagnostic efficacy and cost. To determine the agreement of apnoea-hypopnoea index (AHI) measurements between PSG and SRP and between PSG and HRP, Bland-Altman plots were used.

Separate receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were constructed for HRP with the different polysomnographic AHI cut-off points (≥5, ≥10, ≥15) for SAHS diagnosis to determine the best ROC curve based on area under the curve (AUC) measurements. To determine the exclusive (sensitive) and the confirming (specific) HRP cut-off points for SAHS diagnosis, we calculated sensitivity and specificity, negative (1—sensitivity/specificity) and positive (sensitivity/1—specificity) likelihood ratios (LRs). In addition, the post-test probability of obtaining a true positive diagnosis when the test was positive or negative was calculated, based on the pretest probability (prevalence) and positive and negative LRs.

RESULTS

Diagnostic efficacy of HRP

Initially, 377 patients were selected. Eleven were excluded (figure 1A). Of the 366 randomised patients, 18 could not produce a valid HRP and PSG (4.9%). Four of these patients


Figure 1  (A). General flow chart of the patients during the study; 359 patients completed both branches of the study. (B). More detailed study flow chart to calculate the costs for two alternatives. A decision node refers to alternatives by protocol, random nodes include alternatives determined at random and terminal nodes mark the end of the branch and additional costs. In the HRP branch five patients were lost without adding costs. Patients with invalid recordings underwent one or two new HRPs with two options: (a) patients with a new invalid recording or without a diagnosis (grey zone and false negative diagnosis) reached the terminal node of the HRP arm; the costs of the consequent full PSG and that of HRP repetitions were added to the final cost; (b) patients with a diagnosis (true positive or negative) reached the terminal node of the HRP branch and the costs of HRP and repetitions were included. Patients with a valid diagnosis by HRP finished the HRP arm and the HRP expenditure was added; both the HRP and PSG costs were included for patients without a diagnosis. In the PSG branch, two patients were lost to follow-up without additional costs. In patients with an invalid PSG, it was repeated and they reached the terminal node of this arm, with the cost of two PSGs added to total PSG costs. Patients with a valid PSG contributed the cost of one PSG. HRP, home respiratory polygraphy; PSG, polysomnography; SAHS, sleep apnoea and hypopnoea syndrome.
Sleep-disordered breathing

(three starting with HRP and one with PSG) did not come to their scheduled appointments. Another rejected the PSG test after a valid HRP and two rejected HRP after a valid PSG.

Of the 359 patients who completed the protocol (both branches of the study), PSGs were repeated once in nine patients (2.5%), HRPs once in 51 patients (14%), and an additional time in 54 patients. From a total of 85 HRP repetitions, 15 were due to the patients’ failure to toggle the device on or off, 37 to invalid or poor quality time registers and 33 to deficient telematic transmission or transportation procedures. Finally, 11 patients could not produce a valid HRP after repetitions (three because of deficient telematic procedures).

The clinical and anthropometric characteristics of the 348 patients with valid PSG and HRP results are shown in Table 1. The PSG, SRP and HRP recording times were 442.5±42.6, 447.2±48 and 428.3±81.9 respectively. The PSG sleep time was 371.5±64.3 and the valid time for SRP and HRP was 452.7±48.9 and 404.1±1.1 respectively. Consequently, at least in part, AHI scores were lower for HRP and SRP than for PSG. The mean AHI was 58.3±28.5 for PSG, 34±27.2 for SRP and 31.3±24.1 for HRP.

Figure 2 shows Bland-Altman plots for PSG and SRP, and for PSG and HRP. Better agreement with PSG was observed for SRP than for HRP.

Figure 3 shows the ROC curves for HRP with the different polysomnographic cut-off points (≥5, ≥10, ≥15) for SAHS diagnosis. All AUCs were statistically significant (p<0.001), expressing a high level of diagnostic accuracy. The best and worse AUCs were obtained using PSG cut-off points of AHI≥5 and AHI≥15 respectively.

Table 2 shows the diagnostic efficacy of the HRP. For a polysomnographic AHI cut-off point of ≥5, the pretest probability (prevalence) was 90%. For the same polysomnographic cut-off point, an AHI<5 from HRP effectively excluded SAHS because the negative LR was 0.07 and the pretest probability would decrease from 75% to a post-test probability of 23%. Effective HRP confirmation cut-off points should be ≥25, resulting in a positive LR of 8.36 and post-test probability of 96%. The grey zone would be 28%.

Cost analysis

Table 3 shows the cost per patient, from the eight hospitals, of PSG and HRP with and without telematic transfer for the calculated cost groups. Figure 4 shows the percentages of total HRP costs and their distribution into cost groups related to

Table 1 Characteristics of the studied population (N=348)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men, %</td>
<td>75.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years</td>
<td>48.7 (11.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index</td>
<td>31.0 (6.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective sleep time/day, h</td>
<td>6.9 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective nap time, h</td>
<td>0.5 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epworth sleepiness scale</td>
<td>11.6 (5.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol, g</td>
<td>8.9 (22.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smokers, %</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension, %</td>
<td>30.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular events, %</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic pressure, mm Hg</td>
<td>130.5 (17.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic pressure, mm Hg</td>
<td>76.0 (12.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home to hospital distance, km</td>
<td>20.6 (33.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting home, %</td>
<td>47.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 Mean AHI versus difference in AHI between PSG and SRP and between PSG and HRP (Bland–Altman plots). Central lines represent mean values and upper and lower lines represent agreement limits (two SDs). AHI, apnoea-hypopnoea index; HRP, home respiratory polygraphy; PSG, polysomnography; SRP, simultaneous respiratory polygraphy.
polysomnographic cost. The cost of HRP was six times lower than PSG when patients transported the device and four times lower using the telematic approach. The latter was similar to HRP transported by patients, if patient costs were taken into account.

To estimate the cost of HRP for diagnostic efficacy equal to PSG the most unfavourable polysomnographic cut-off point (AHI\(\geq 15\)) was chosen and an HRP AHI cut-off point to effectively exclude (<10) and to effectively confirm (\(\geq 25\)) SAHS, with indeterminate scores (cases needing further PSG assessment) for 28% (table 2). The cost of achieving an HRP efficacy equal to that of PSG (without the telematic approach) was three times higher than the test cost without equal efficacy, but half the cost of PSG. The cost of HRP (with the telematic approach), at this efficacy level, was €42 (15%) more expensive than HRP transported by patients. If we added the patient costs, however, the total cost for equal diagnostic efficacy was similar.

DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this study has the largest sample of all available studies of the diagnostic efficacy of portable monitoring. The study is four times larger than any previously published HRP study,\(^{17}\) as well as being the only multicentre study. The principal results are that HRP can exclude and confirm the diagnosis of SAHS; and for equal diagnostic efficacy, the cost of HRP is half or less than that of PSG.

Published studies of the efficacy of HRP in comparison to conventional in-hospital PSG\(^{11,12,22}\) have shown positive results, but only four of them were randomised;\(^{14,16,18}\) sample sizes were between 29 and 89 patients and there was a great deal of methodological variability. In addition, a detailed cost analysis for equivalent efficacy is essential for determining effectiveness and clinical applications of alternatives. However, only three studies,\(^{17,18,20}\) included cost estimations. A multicentre design is another important factor for minimising inter-centre variability in costs, performance and scoring of sleep studies.

The HRP scoring produced lower AHIs than PSG. This could have been caused by longer recording times with HRP in comparison to PSG sleep time and some of the following factors: shorter sleep time in a supine position,\(^{13-15}\) night-to-night variability, and better sleep quality and stability, resulting in fewer obstructive events\(^{30}\) summarised by performing PSG and HRP on different nights. In fact, SRP had better agreement with PSG than HRP in the same patients. The remaining disagreement between PSG and SRP was similar to that seen in other studies and may primarily be caused by different equipment being used (different brand, models and software for displaying and analysing signals from the nasal cannula, thoracic and abdominal bands and, especially, the oximeter), inter-centre variability in identifying respiratory events, and also the inclusion of arousals in the PSG hypopnoea definition, although greater disagreement is not seen in studies including arousals\(^{14,16,31-34}\) when compared with those without arousal.\(^{15,21,22}\)

The fact that PSG is carried out in ‘unnatural’ conditions has led to doubt as to whether PSG is the gold standard. Two randomised controlled studies have focused the results of CPAP treatment (12 weeks\(^{35}\) and 4 weeks\(^{36}\) after diagnosis of SAHS by PSG or home portable monitor (oximetry,\(^{35}\) flow and body position\(^{36}\)). Both studies showed similar improvements in AHI, quality of life, clinical symptoms and adherence to CPAP treatment. This study was focused in a different way: cost effectiveness was analysed in a large sample of patients using a multicentre approach. Thus, new, longer studies with HRP are needed, including collection of cardiovascular variables and cost.

**Figure 3** ROC curves for the home respiratory polygraphy scoring based on the three polysomnographic cut-off points of sleep apnoea and hypopnoea syndrome diagnosis (\(\geq 5, \geq 10, \geq 15\)). AHI, apnoea-hypopnoea index; AUC, area under the curve; HRP, home respiratory polygraphy; PSG, polysomnography; ROC, receiver operating characteristics.
If Mulgrew and Whitelaw’s results are applied, that is, similar efficacy for HRP and PSG is assumed, the estimated diagnostic cost of HRP should be €1083 (test cost for equal efficacy minus the cost of PSG in patients with indeterminate results—‘grey zone’—and the cost of PSG in patients with false negative and false positive results) compared with €554 for PSG.

This cost analysis used the least favourable polysomnographic cut-off point, but when using the most favourable cut-off point with our results (polysomnographic AHI ≥5), the cost for equal efficacy decreased approximately 40% using two HRP cut-off points (<5 and ≥10) to rule out or confirm SAHS. Therefore, PSG costs would be roughly four times higher than HRP costs.

The costs of HRP and PSG can vary widely between countries and hospitals. In our consortium of hospitals, PSG costs varied between €340 and €1074, and HRP costs between €65 and €175.

To a large extent, the favourable cost effectiveness of HRP was because of differences in test costs between PSG and HRP of €1083 for PSG (pretest probability 75%) and €554 for HRP. Of these studies evaluating costs,17–19 two used both PSG and HRP. In one Scottish study19 the PSG cost was 4.6 times higher than the HRP cost, and in another from Spain18 (not from our consortium) the PSG cost was 2.6 times higher, but the cost of HRP included expenses for a nurse who visited patients at home and set up the device. Our ratio was higher (5.9). Even if the PSG/HRP cost ratio were decreased to that of the Scottish study (4.6), PSG would be roughly four times more expensive than HRP for equal efficacy.

The total HRP cost for equal diagnostic efficacy with the telematic approach was similar to non-telematic testing (when patients transported the device). The authors understand that this alternative procedure can be beneficial for patients with less mobility or those who live a long way from a hospital. The selection of patients in this study did not strictly exclude those with comorbidities as defined by AASM recommendations.9 The results indicate that, if moving patients can be avoided using a telematic approach to home diagnosis, initial exclusion of these patients may not be necessary. A study examining patients with chronic heart failure has shown that HRP has good diagnostic accuracy for SAHS,37 but more studies seem necessary.

The repetitions caused by the telematic approach were 7% of all recordings (37% of the total repetitions). Half of the telematic repetitions were caused by a failure in the data card initialisation in our prototype; this occurred with the initial patients and disappeared later. The outcome of the present study should be that new HRP devices should include a GPRS/UMTS emitter to simplify the process.

Some studies have estimated the costs of HRP compared with PSG based on simulated models of hypothetical cohorts of patients including diagnosis, CPAP titration and CPAP adherence, with contradictory results.23 24 38 This study had a better methodological approach because it was carried out on a real, large cohort of patients, but the cost estimation was limited to diagnosis. Although the diagnostic method seems to be the most important factor for finding cost differences in these hypothetical cohort studies, rather than CPAP titration or CPAP adherence, the methodological differences may lead to poorly comparable results. This study and other similar ones17 18 20 agree in concluding that HRP has a lower cost in comparison to PSG.

A limitation of the present study is the lack of centralised scoring for HRP and PSG, which would improve consistency. However, this is not commonly done in current clinical practice.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selectivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>LR+ (95% CI)</th>
<th>Post-test probability+ (95% CI)</th>
<th>LR− (95% CI)</th>
<th>Post-test probability− (95% CI)</th>
<th>HRP+/−, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To AHI ≥5 from PSG (pretest probability 90%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥5</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>2.23 (1.78 to 2.79)</td>
<td>95 (94 to 96)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.05 to 0.10)</td>
<td>39 (31 to 47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥10</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>6.25 (2.73 to 14)</td>
<td>98 (96 to 99)</td>
<td>0.15 (0.11 to 0.21)</td>
<td>57 (50 to 65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To AHI ≥10 from PSG (pretest probability 82%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥5</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1.59 (1.30 to 1.94)</td>
<td>88 (86 to 90)</td>
<td>0.08 (0.04 to 0.16)</td>
<td>27 (15 to 42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥20</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>7.10 (3.37 to 15)</td>
<td>97 (94 to 99)</td>
<td>0.32 (0.26 to 0.39)</td>
<td>59 (54 to 64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To AHI ≥15 from PSG (pretest probability 75%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥5</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2.35 (1.81 to 3.05)</td>
<td>88 (84 to 90)</td>
<td>0.10 (0.06 to 0.17)</td>
<td>23 (15 to 34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥25</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>8.36 (4.09 to 17)</td>
<td>96 (92 to 98)</td>
<td>0.36 (0.30 to 0.44)</td>
<td>52 (47 to 57)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AHI, apnoea-hypopnoea index; HRP, home respiratory polygraphy; HRP+/−, %, percentage of patients with a positive/negative diagnosis based on HRP; LR, likelihood ratio; post-test probability+, the post-test probability of obtaining a true positive diagnosis when the test (HRP) was positive; post-test probability−, the post-test probability of obtaining a true positive diagnosis when the test (HRP) was negative.

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PSG</th>
<th>HRP</th>
<th>Telematic HRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test cost</td>
<td>540.60 (183.51)</td>
<td>91.35 (26.62)</td>
<td>131.24 (26.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient cost</td>
<td>22.21 (69.62)</td>
<td>44.42 (69.62)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cost</td>
<td>562.81 (186.51)</td>
<td>135.77 (67.06)</td>
<td>131.24 (26.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost for equal diagnostic efficacy</td>
<td>554.08 (180.75)</td>
<td>283.84 (26.17)</td>
<td>325.69 (26.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient cost for equal diagnostic efficacy</td>
<td>23.13 (58.88)</td>
<td>49.98 (59.62)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cost for equal diagnostic efficacy</td>
<td>577.21 (186.51)</td>
<td>333.84 (67.06)</td>
<td>335.69 (26.08)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Costs in 2009 Euros, given as mean (SD). HRP, home respiratory polygraphy; PSG, polysomnography.

### Figure 4

Percentages of total HRP costs and their distribution in three groups (test cost, patients’ cost and cost for equal efficacy) compared with polysomnography costs, which is considered to be 100%. Total HRP costs (telematic and non-telematic approaches) were roughly half the total cost of PSG. Costs for equal efficacy were more than half of the total HRP costs. In the telematic case, the test cost was similar to the sum of test costs and patients’ costs in the non-telematic HRP approach. HRP, home respiratory polygraphy; PSG, polysomnography.
Nevertheless, statistical differences were not found among centres for PSG and HRP AHI scorings.

Another issue is that the proportion of patients included in the study in relation to the total number of sleep clinic patients was not known. However, the prevalence of SAHS is similar to other studies assessing the diagnostic efficacy of HRP for obstructive sleep apnea syndrome. The American Academy of Sleep Medicine Task Force of the American Academy of Sleep Medicine. Clinical guidelines for the use of unattended portable respiratory monitoring devices for sleep disordered breathing measured over 3 nights. Eur Respir J 2004;23:451–8.
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